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Note 
On a Characterization of Some Class of M-Dependent Channels 
with Finite Memory and Finite Anticipation 
A characterization f some class of M-dependent  channels is stated with 
and without finite memory and finite anticipation. 
]. INTRODUCTION 
A M-dependent channel is often considered for the coding theorem. 
Here we show a characterization of some class of M-dependent channels 
with finite memory and finite anticipation. Let X i ~- {1 .... , a} and Yi ={1,..., b} 
be finite sets, serving as the input and the output alphabets, respectively 
co X co (a, b: positive integers). Let X --  1-~i=-~ i ,  Y ~- Hi=-~ Yi and let the 
o-algebras generated from all cylinders in X and Y as S~ and S~, respectively. 
Next, let a channel transition function defined on X × Sv be u~(') and let, 
for each fixed x E X ,  ~rz(yi) and ¢r,(yi]Yi_l) be the probability measure of 
[Yi] and the conditional probability measure of [Yi], given [Yi-1], respectively, 
where we denote the cylinders by [-]. 
We shall say that a channel is Markovian if 
.~([y~y~... y~]) ----- zr~(y~) ~~(Y2 lYe) "'" ~~(Y~ [Y~-I) (1) 
holds for each [Y~Y2 "'" Y~] ~ Sv and for every x e X. Assume that the channel 
is stationary and satisfies vT~(TE ) ~ v~(E) for each x e X and E ~ Sv ,  where 
T is a shift operator defined on the product space. Let the o-algebra generated 
from all sets of the form [YsY~+I "'" Yt], s ~ t, be jfrt, and let M be a non- 
negative integer. Then a M-dependent channel is defined by 
vx(E n F) = v~(E) v,(F), for any integer n > M, (2) 
where E e ~zk ,  F E Jfrk+,, are any sets and k, an arbitrary integer. Assume 
further that the channel has finite memory and finite anticipation of the 
lengths L and J, respectively. Let ui = [Xi-L, XI-L+I ,..., Xi+a], i : O, 
~1,  :J:2 .... Clearly, the stationarity of the channel requires that ~ru~(y~) 
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must be the absolute stationary probability measure of the Markov chain 
with the stochastic matrix (Trui(y i [Yi-1))- Remark that this becomes a 
memoryless one if L = J = 0. 
2. RESULTS 
Let PI -~ (,PiJ) (i, j = 1,..., b) be any Markov matrix for each fixed f, 
f = 1,..., a. Denote by P** the matrix defined by the elements * - -  • Pij -- fPi~ - -  IP*~, 
i , j=2 , . . . ,b .  
THEOREM 1. Let P~ be a stochastic matrix which governs the Markovian 
channel serving as (w[~tl=[sl(Yt [ Yt-I)), t = 0, ~1,  ~2,.. .  Then we can construct 
a M-dependent channel without memory and anticipation if and only if 
p~V+l=O, f=  1 .... ,a,  (3) 
and 
PoPe = PfZ, for any integers f and g from Xi , f =/= g, (4) 
hold together, provided b ~ M -}- 2. 
Proof. Since the channel is assumed to be Markovian without memory 
and anticipation, we have from (1), 
v~([y~y2""yn]) = ~r[~](Yl) ~[~a(Y~ [Yl) "'" ~[~,2(Y~ I Y~-~)- 
Then it requires that, for any positive integer K, 1 ~< K < M, the measure 
q/O • • • ,Y i+K- - I  
must depend only on xg+x, Yi-1 and Y i+g.  Thus, (4) is necessary. On  the 
other hand, if (4) holds, we see from 
P,~PI,'..P& =P~,  f i~X, ,  i=  1 ..... K, 
the channel is really memoryless and nonanticipating. 
Now let (flf~ ""fu+l) be an arbitrary integer sequence of (M+ 1) 
Symbols taken from the input alphabet. Sinde M-dependence can be directly 
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satisfied by the independent ransition property of the product matrix 
PI1PI2 "'" Pfu+l' we have only to let 
p*M+lfM÷I : O, fM+l = 1,..., a. 
... pM+l (cf. Takano, 1973, 1974). In fact, using (4), we have PslPj2 P~M+I = IM 1 
At last, considering the special form of the matrices satisfying (M -7 1)th 
order nilpotence, it is almost clear that b ~ M -7 2. Otherwise, we only get 
at most (b --  2)-dependence. Q.E.D. 
Next, let the channel have finite memory and anticipation and let v ~-~ 
(fl ""fs+L+a), f~ ~ X~, (k = 1,..., J -7L  -7 1) be an input symbol sequence 
of the length J -7 L -7 1. Further, let v I = (flf2 ""fs+L), f = 1,..., a, be 
any input symbol sequence of the length J -7 L -7 1, whose last ( J  -7 L) 
numbers of the elements are the same as the first ( J  -7 L) numbers of the 
elements of v. Consider an arbitrary input symbol sequence w 
(h 1 ,'" hs+L+U+a) of the length y -7 L -7 M -7 1 and define w~ = (h~hs+ 1 "- 
hs+s+L) , s = 1,..., M + 1. Then, we have 
THEOREM 2. Let Pv = (vPis) (i, j = 1,..., b) be a stochastic matrix con- 
stituting a Marhovian channel with finite memory and finite anticipation of the 
lengths L and J. Then the channel obeys the M-dependence if and only if 
P* P* "'" P* = O, (5) WI W 2 WM+I 
and 
P~,P, = P~oP~ ( f  ~ g) (6) 
hold iogether, provided b ~ M -7 2. 
The above class of channels eems to be useful in studying the information 
stability in the sense of a central limit theorem and a law of the iterated 
logarithm concerning the information density. (cf. Takano, 1974). 
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